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A FAMILY OF LIE ALGEBRAS NOT EXTENDIBLE

TO A FAMILY OF LIE GROUPS

DON COPPERSMITH

Abstract. We produce an analytic family of finite-dimensional Lie

algebras, parameterized by a smooth Hausdorff manifold, which does not

correspond to the Lie algebra of any Hausdorff (separable) family of Lie

groups. This answers a question of Douady and Lazard.

Douady and Lazard [1] define an analytic family of Lie groups and an

analytic family of Lie algebras. They prove an analogue of Lie's Third

Theorem, namely, if h is an analytic family of Lie algebras parameterized by

a finite-dimensional analytic manifold S, then there is a nonseparable (i.e. not

necessarily separable) family $ of Lie groups, parameterized by S, whose Lie

algebra corresponds to b. They ask whether an analogous theorem still holds

locally (around each point of S) if one requires $ to be separable. We give

here an example which provides a negative answer.

Definition. An analytic family of Lie algebras parameterized by S is a

(separable) fiber space b over a finite-dimensional analytic manifold S, whose

fiber hs at each point s E S is a finite-dimensional vector space, together with

an analytic antisymmetric bilinear fiber map [, ]: b X5b -+ & giving each fiber

hs the structure of a Lie algebra.

Definition. A nonseparable analytic family of Lie groups parameterized by S

is a nonseparable (i.e. not necessarily separable) analytic manifold § together

with a surjective submersion m: $ -» S, a section e: S -» $, and a morphism

M:§xs§->$, such that for each s E. S, the fiber ir-1(.s) = Hs has a Lie

group structure given by multiplication M\HS X Hs and identity e(s).

Remark. The base space S and fibers Hs are all separable manifolds; only

the total space § is allowed to be nonseparable (non-Hausdorff).

Definition. A separable analytic family of Lie groups parameterized by S is

a nonseparable family for which the total space $ is separable.

Example. Let S = R2 = {{t, u)\t, u E R}. Let b be the family of four-

dimensional real Lie algebras parameterized by S, whose fiber hs over

s = (/, u) has basis {xs,ys, zs, ws) and bracket given by

[xs, *,] = -y„       [y„ *,] = x„     [xs,ys] = tzs + uws.
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The Jacobi identity is satisfied for each s.

Suppose we have a neighborhood S ' of 0 in S and a separable family ¿ç of

Lie groups parameterized by S', whose Lie algebras correspond to b|S'. Let

s = (t, u) G S', t > 0, u/t = r. In hs, the elements xjVt, ys/Vt, zs + rws

span a subalgebra isomorphic to so(3) and satisfy the usual bracket relations.

In the Lie group Hs over s, since the subgroup generated by this subalgebra

can only be SO(3) or its double cover, we must have exp 4ir(zs + rws) = e(s)

(the identity in Hs). Fixing r, this equation holds for each s G S' on the ray

u = rt, t > 0, and, by the assumption that $ is separable, it holds at the fiber

over 0 as well: exp 477(z0 + rw0) = e(0). Since [z0, vv0] = 0, this implies

(exp 47TZ0)(exp 4TTnv0) = e(0). This holds for all values of r. Differentiating

with respect to r we find w0 = 0, a contradiction.

Thus no separable family of Lie groups has b, as its Lie algebra.

Remark. This failure of the extendibility of Lie's Third Theorem to

separable analytic families of Lie algebras and Lie groups suggests that the

proper category in which to work is that of nonseparable families of Lie

groups. This suggestion is strengthened, for example, by the fact that in this

nonseparable family, one is able to prove [2] the standard results from

deformation theory (rigidity and universal deformation theorems), while in

the separable category the expected universal deformation theorem fails.

(Roughly, the universal deformation theorem says that if H is a Lie group

with H\H, h) = 0 (Lie group cohomology [3]), then there is a nonseparable

family of Lie groups, whose fiber over 0 is equal to //, and whose "infini-

tesimal deformation" at 0 is all of H\H, h). The analogous statement for

separable families fails, as may be seen by letting H be the 3-fold cover of

£(2) (the group of rigid motions of R2). We have H\H, h) = 0, but if a

separable universal deformation of H existed, a fiber near 0 would have to be

a connected 3-fold cover of SO(3), which does not exist.)

These results are amplified in [2].
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